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CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS OF SOLUTION SETS
TO EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
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(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. We prove the existence of a continuous selection of the multivalued

map £ —» &~(Ç), where ^"(i) is the set of all weak (resp. mild) solutions of

the Cauchy problem

x(t)€Ax(t) + F(t,x(t)),        x(0)=i,

assuming that F is Lipschitzian with respect to x and -A is a maximal

monotone map (resp. A is the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup). We

also establish an analog of Michael's theorem for the solution sets of the Cauchy

problem x(t) € F(t, x(t)), x(0) = £, .

1. Introduction and preliminaries

The existence of a continuous map Ç —> x( such that x( is a solution of the

Cauchy problem

(1.1) xgF(í,x),        x(0) = £,

where F is Lipschitzian with respect to x , was proved first by Cellina in [5],

under the assumption that the values of F are nonempty compact sets con-

tained in a bounded subset of 7?". The case in which F takes nonempty

closed values in 7?" was considered in [6]. Some extensions to Lipschitzian F ,

with nonempty closed values, in a separable Banach space X were treated in

[3, 7].
The purpose of this paper is to give two similar results for the Cauchy problem

(1.2) x(t)eAx(t) + F(t,x(t)),        x(0) = £,

where F is Lipschitzian in x, with nonempty closed values and A satisfies

assumptions of the type:

(a) A — -B where B is a maximal monotone map on a separable Hilbert

space; and

(b) A is the infinitesimal generator of C0-semigroup on a separable Banach

space.
-
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Indeed, under suitable assumptions on F, if A satisfies (a) (resp. (b)), we

prove the existence of a continuous selection of the multivalued map t\ —> ¿7~(äA ,

where ¿7~(£) is the set of all weak (resp. mild) solutions of (1.2). To do this we

adapt the construction in [7] based on Filippov's approach [9]. We also establish

an analog of Michael's theorem [ 12] for the solution sets of the Cauchy problem

(1.1). For properties of the set of solutions of (1.2) see also [10, 13].

Let 7 > 0, 7 = [0, 7] and denote by Sf the er-algebra of all Lebesgue

measurable subsets of 7. Let X be a real separable Banach space with the

norm || • ||. Denote by 2 the family of all nonempty subsets of X and

by 38 (X) the family of all Borel subsets of X. For any subset A c X, we

denote by cl^4 the closure of A and if A e 2X and x e X we set d(x, A) =

inf{||x - y\\ : y e A} . Furthermore for two closed bounded nonempty subsets

A, B of X, we denote by h(A, B) the Hausdorff distance from A to B , that

is, h(A, B) = max{sup{i/(x, B) : x e A} , sup{úí(y, A) : y e B}} .

By C(7, X) (resp. LX(I, X) ) we mean the Banach space of all continuous

(resp. Bochner integrable) functions x: I ^ X endowed with norm Hx^ =

sup{||x(i)|| : t e 1} (resp. ||x||, = fâ\\x(t)\\dt). AC (I, X) stands for the

Banach space of all absolutely continuous functions x : 7 —» X with the norm

ll*ruc = ll*(0)|| +||*||,).
Recall that a subset K of 71 (7, X) is said to be decomposable [ 11 ] if for ev-

ery u, v e K and A e ¿¿f , we have uxA + vXnA 6 ^ > wriere XA stands for the

characteristic function of A . We denote by 2¡ the family of all decomposable

closed nonempty subsets of LX(I, X).

Let S be a separable metric space and let s/ be a cr-algebra of subsets of
Y

S. A multivalued map G: S —> 2 is said to be lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.)

if for every closed subset C of X the set {se5: G(s) c C} is closed in S.

The map G is said to be s/-measurable if for every closed subset C of X,

we have that {s e S : G(s) n C ^ 0} G s/ . A function g: S -* X such that

g(s) e G(s) for all s e S is called a selection of G(-).
Y

We agree to say that a multifunction F : I x X —► 2 satisfies (H) if F takes

nonempty closed bounded values, and

(H,) F is .S^®^" (^-measurable;

(H2) there exists keLx(I,R) suchthat h(F (t, x), F (t, y)) < k(t)\\x - y\\,

for all x, y e X, a.e. in 7 ;

(H3) there exists ß e LX(I, R) such that d(0, F(t, 0)) < ß(t), tel a.e.

The following two lemmas are used in the sequel:

Lemma 1.1 [7, Proposition 2.1]. Let F*: IxS —> 2 be J5?®38(S)-measurable

with nonempty closed values, and let F*(t, ■) be l.s.c. for each tel. Then the

map S, -* GF. (<*) given by

GF.(Q = {veLl(I,X): v(t) e F*(t,Ç) a.e. in 7}
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is l.s.c. from S into 3¡ if and only if there exists a continuous map ß: S -»

LX(I,R) such that for all Ç e S, we have d(0, F (t ,?,))< ß(£,)(t), t e I a.e.

Lemma 1.2 [7, Proposition 2.2]. Let G: S —> 3? be a l.s.c. multifunction, and

let (p: S —> LX(I, X) and tp: S —> LX(I, R) be continuous maps. If for every

£ G S the set

(1.3)        HH) = cl{v€Git): \\vit)-pit)it)\\ <¥(£)«)> a.e. in 1}

is nonempty then the map 77: S —> 2¡ defined by (1.3) admits a continuous

selection.

The second lemma is a direct consequence of Proposition 4 and Theorem 3

in [2].

In §2 we study the Cauchy problem (1.2) in the case A satisfies (a). The

case of A satisfying (b) is considered in §3. In the last section we prove an

extension result of Michael's type for the solution sets of (1.1).

2. A — -B where B is a maximal monotone map

In this section X is a real separable Hilbert space with scalar product (•, •)

and norm || • ||.  B is a maximal monotone map on X with domain D(B) =

{x G X : Bx i=- 0}. Recall that B is said to be maximal monotone on X if:

(i) for all xx, x2 e D(B) and all yx G 7?x,, y2 e Bx2, we have (yx -

y2, Xj - x2) > 0; and

(ii) for every y e X, there exists x G D(B) such that x + 7?x = y.

As is well known [4] clD(B) is convex, and for each x G D(B), the set Bx

is closed and convex.

For ¡t, G elD(B) and / G LX(I, X), we consider the Cauchy problem

(Pf) x(t)e-Bx(t) + f(t),       x(0)=£.

Definition 2.1. A function x: 7 -+ X is called a strong solution of the Cauchy

problem (PA if it is continuous on 7, absolutely continuous on every compact

subset of ]0, T[, x(0) = c¡, and for almost all t e I, we have x(t) e D(B)

and x(t) G -Bx(t) + f(t). A function x: 7 —► X is called a weak solution of

the Cauchy problem (Pj) if there exist two sequence {fn}n€N c LX(I, X) and

{xn}n€N C C(7, X) such that xn is a strong solution of (Pf ), fn converges

to / in 7 (7, X), and xn converges to x in C(7, X).

It is known [4, Theorem 3.4] that for each t\ e clD(B) and f e LX(I, X),

there exists a unique weak solution Xj-(-,c¡) of the Cauchy problem (Pf) ■ More-

over [4, Lemma 3.1] if /, g e 71 (7, X), and xA-, £), x (•, £) are weak solu-

tions of the Cauchy problems (PA , (PA then, for any 0 < t < T, we have

(2.1) \\xf(t, Í) - xg(t, OH < j* \\f(u) - g(u)\\du.

Set XQ = c\DiB).
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Remark 2.2. The map t, -» xf(-, £) is continuous from X0 to C(7, X). In-

deed, since

£-\\xf(t,¿ix)-xf(t,c:2)\\2

= 2(xf(t ,Q- f(t) + f(t) - xf(t, i2), xf(t, Í.) - xf(t, £2)) < 0,

we have \\xf(t, {,,) - xf(t,i2)\\ < ||x/(0, ÍJ - x/0, ¿2)|| = ||£, - £2||  for all
Z G 7, which implies the continuity of the map t\ —» x A-, Ç).

Now consider the Cauchy problem

(7{) *(f)G-5x(i) + F(Z,x(Z)),        x(0)=£,

where F: I xX ->2X satisfies (H) and ÇeXQ.

Definition 2.3. A function x(-,¿¡): I —> X is called a weak solution of the

Cauchy problem (7i) if there exists /(•,£) G LX(I,X), a selection of

F(•, x(-, £,)), such that x(-,¿¡)  is a weak solution of the Cauchy problem

We denote by ^(¿i) the set of all weak solutions of (7*).

Theorem 2.4. Let B be a maximal monotone map on X, and let F : I x X —* 2

satisfy (77). Then there exists a function x(-, •): 7 x X0 -» X such that

(i) x(-, Ç) e Fit) for every Ç e XQ ;  and
(ii) £ —>-x(-,¿;) is continuous from X0 to C(I, X).

Proof. Fix e > 0 and set en = e/2n+x, n e N. For t\ e X0, let x0(-, <*) : 7 -> X

be the unique weak solution of the Cauchy problem

(70) x(t)e-Bx(t),       x(0) = t,

and for k and ß given by (H2) and (H3), define a: XQ —» 7 (7,7?) by

(2.2) a(^)(t) = ß(t) + k(t)\\x0(t,i)\\.

Since, by Remark 2.2, the map £ —► x0(-, £) is continuous from X0 to C(7, X),

from (2.2) it follows that a(-) is continuous from X0 to 7 (7,7?). Moreover,

as consequence of (H2) and (H3), for each Ç e X0 we have:

(2.3) diO,Fit,x0it,t))<ait)it)   a.e.in7.

Define G0: X0 -» 2L'(/'*) and 770: *0 -» 2¿'(/'A') by

(2.4) G0(i) = {^ G 71 (7, X) : v(t) G F(ï, x0(Z, O) a.e. Z G 7},

(2.5) 770(¿) = cl{t; G G0(i) : \\v(t)\\ < a(Ç)(t) + e0 a.e. tel}.

Clearly, by virtue of (2.3) and Lemma 1.1, G0(-) is l.s.c. from XQ into 3! and

770(¿;) ̂  0 for each t\ e XQ. Hence, by Lemma 1.2, there exists hQ: XQ ->

LX(I,X), a continuous selection of 770(-).   Set f0(t,¿¡) = h0(Ç)(t).   Then
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/<,(•,<?): X0 ̂ LX(I, X) is continuous, f0(t, O G F(t,x0(t, 0), and ||/0(Z, Oil
< a(c;)(t) + e0 for Z G 7 a.e.

Set m(t) = /0' k(u) du and for Ç e X0 , n > 1, define

(2.6)
n ,*,, ,      f   ,*,, Am{t)-m(u)]n~~x   ,      ^AA   \[m(t)]n~x
ßn(Z)(t) = jo a(Z)(u)1   U(„_iyJ      du + Tr^e,)'-^^-,        tel.

1=0

i,
Since a(-) is continuous from X0 to 7 (7,7?), by (2.6) it follows that ßn(-)

also is continuous from X0 to 7'(7, 7?).

Let x, (•, O : 7 —► X be the unique weak solution of the Cauchy problem

(7,,. ,A. By (2.1) we have

\\xlit,Z)-xQit,Ç)\\< f'\\f0(u,c;)\\du< ['a(c;)(u)du + eQT<ßx(c;)(t)
Jo Jo

for each { g X0 and Z G 7\{0} .

We claim that there exist two sequences {/„(-, £)}neN and {x„(-, 0})„en

such that for each n > 1, the following properties are satisfied:

(a) ¿;—►/„(•, O is continuous from X0 into LX(I,X);

(b) fn(t, O G F(t, x„(Z, O) for each Ç e X0 and a.e. tel;

(c) \\fn(t,Z)-fn_x(t,m<k{t)ßnm) for a.e. ZG7;and
(d) xn(-, O is the unique weak solution of the Cauchy problem (7y   ,. ,A .

Suppose we constructed fx, ... , fn and xx, ... , xn satisfying (a)-(d). Let

•X„+i (• > O : I —* X be the unique weak solution of the Cauchy problem (Pf,. i}).

Then by (2.1) and (c) for Z G 7\{0} we have

\\xn+x(t, o -xn(t, on < r n/„(«, o -/„_,(«, i)«*/«
7o

< ['kiu)ßttii)iu)du
Jo

+V(g«1)^<i„,K)(„.

Hence by (H2),

d(fn(t, i),F(t, xn+x(t, 0)) < A:(0K+1(/, O - x„(Z, Oil

( ' ) <k(t)ßn+l(t)(t).
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By (2.8) and Lemma 1.1, we have that the multivalued map Gn+X: X0 —» 2L (I'X)

defined by

(2.10) Gn+lii) = {veLx(I,X): v(t) G F(t, xn+x(t, 0) a.e. in 7},

is l.s.c. with decomposable closed nonempty values, and by (2.8),

(2.11) 77„+1(0 = Cl{u G C7„+1(0 : \\v(t)-fn(t, Oll < k(t)ßn+x(c;)(t) a.e. in 7}

is a nonempty set. Then by Lemma 1.2, there exists hn+x : X0 —> 7*(7, X) a

continuous selection of Hn+X(-). Setting fn+x(t,c¡) = hn+x(c¡)(t) for Ç e XQ,

Z G 7, we have that fn+x satisfies properties (a)-(c) of our claim.

By virtue of (c) and (2.7), we have

(2.12)

ll/„(-, 0 -/„_,(•, Oil, = fQ\\fn(u,c:)-fn_x(u,<l)\\du

<^(ow[w(r)7(M)]"^+7(¿,)^

<^li^(HOII1 + 7e).

Since c¡ —> \\a(Ç)\\x is continuous it is locally bounded. Therefore (2.12) implies

that for ever/ £ G X0 the sequence (fn(-, £'))n€N satisfies the Cauchy condition

uniformly with respect to c;' on some neighborhood of c¡. Hence, if /(•, O

is the limit of (/„(•, Ç))n€N, then ¿¡ -* f(-, O is continuous from X0 into

LX(I,X).

On the other hand, using (2.7) and (2.12), we have

ll-W-,0-*«(•.«Hoc ̂ ll/.(-.€)-/«-i(-.«Ill ̂  ^j]^(HÍ)lli + Te),

and so as before, (x„(-, £))neN is Cauchy in C(7,X) locally uniformly with

respect to ¡t,. Then, denoting its limit by x(-, 0, it follows that the map t\ —►

x(-, O is continuous from X0 to C(7, X). Since xn(-, O converges to x(-, O

uniformly and d(fn(t, Z),F(t, x(t, 0) < k(t)\\xn(t, 0 - x(t, Oil passing to
the limit along a subsequence (/, )yt6Ar of (f„)n€N converging pointwise to /,

we obtain that

(2.13) /(z,0e7(z,x(z,0)   for each { g X0 and Z G 7 a.e.

Let x*(-, 0 be the unique weak solution of the Cauchy problem

(7/(.f)) x(Z)G-7?x(Z) + /(Z,0.        *(0) = O

By (2.1), we have

wxn+x(t, o -x*(t, on < r n/„(«, o -/(«,on¿«
7o
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from which, letting n —> oc , we get x*(-, O - x(-, 0 • Therefore x(-, O is

the weak solution of (Pf,. {)), and by (2.13), it follows that x(-, O e $~(£A for

every t\eXQ.    D

3.   A   IS THE INFINITESIMAL GENERATOR OF A   CQ-SEMIGROUP

In this section X is a separable Banach space and {G(t) : t > 0} c L(X, X)

is a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators from I to I

having infinitesimal generator A . Consider the Cauchy problem

(Pt) x(t)eAx(t) + F(t,x(t)),       x(0)=O

where F : I x X —> 2X is a multivalued map satisfying (H) and t\e X.

Definition 3.1. A function x(-,c¡): I —► X is called a mild solution of the

Cauchy problem (PA if there exists /(•, O G 7*(7, X) such that

(i) f(t, O e F(t, x(t, 0) for almost all Z G 7 ; and

(ii) x(Z, 0 = G(t)i + ¡Ó G(t - t)/(t , 0 dx for each Z G 7.

Remark 3.2. If X is finite dimensional and G(-) is the identity, then every

mild solution of (P() is an absolutely continuous function satisfying

*(Z,Oe7-(Z,x(Z,0)a.e.in 7,        x(0,O=O

We denote by J7"(0 the set of all mild solutions of (P().

Theorem 3.3. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup {G(t) :

t > 0}, and let F satisfy (77). Then there exists a function x(-, •) : I x X —> X

such that

(i) x(-, O e ^(0 for every t; e X ; and

(ii) c; —»x(-,0 is continuous from X into C(I,X).

Proof. Let e > 0 be fixed, and for « G A, set r,n = e/2n+x. Let M =

sup{||G(z)|| : z G 7}, and for Ç e X, define x0(-, 0: / -» X by x0(Z, 0 =

G(Z)0 Since

||x0(Z,^)-x0(Z,£2)|| < ||C7(Z)|| |K, -ÍJ < Jl/Hi, -i2||,

we have that £ -» x0(-, 0 is continuous from AT to C(I, X). For each c; e X,

let a(0: 7 —> 7? be given by

o(0(í) = i8(í) + fc(í)ll*b(/.f)ll •

Clearly a(-) is continuous from X to LX(I, R). Moreover, for each £, e X,

(3.1) ¿(0,F(Z,x0(Z,O))<a(OM   fora.e. ZG7.

Let G0: X -> 2L'(/'X) and 770: X - 2L'(/'*) be defined by (2.4) and (2.5)

respectively. Then as in Theorem 2.4 one finds h0: X -» 7'(7, X), a con-

tinuous selection of 770(-).   Set m(t) = /0' k(x) dx, and for n > 1, define
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ßn:X^Lx(I,R) by

Zm - m- £ W" VT""' ""+^ (± •) [J$-Ç •
ZG7.

Set /0(í, 0 = VÍX0 ' and define

x,(z,0 = G(zK+ flG(t-x)f0(x,Qdx,        tel.
Jo

Then /0(Z,OgF(Z,x0(Z,O), \\f0(t, s)\\ < a(s)(t) + e0, and for t e 7\{0} ,

||x, (Z, 0 - *<,(' »Oil < f \\G(t - x)\\ ||/0(r, ONT < M f ||/0(t , Oil dx
Jo Jo

ß(i)ix)dt + MTe0<ß^)it).< M í «
Jo

We claim that there exist two sequences {/„(•, 0}„e/v a"0*  {xn(*' 0}„e;v

such that for each n > 1, the following properties are satisfied:

(a) £—>/„(•, 0 is continuous from X into 71(7,Ar);

(b) /„(Z,OeF(Z,x„(Z,0) for each Ç e X and a.e. ZG7;

(c) \\fn(t,i)-fn_,(t,m<k(t)ßn(^)(t) fora.e. ZG7;and

(d) x„+1(Z,O = C7(Z)^ + /0'c7(Z-T)/n(T,O^T for Z G 7.

Suppose that we have already constructed /,,...,/_ and x,,..., x   satis-

fying (a)-(d). Define x„+,(-, 0- / - * by

xn+x(t,t:) = G(t)cl+ [tG(t-x)fn(x,^)dx,       tel.
Jo

Then by (d), (c), for Z G 7\{0} , we have

HW- «-*«('. OH < f \\G{t-u)\\ ||/„(«, O -/„_,(", ON«
jo

< M^' ||/„(w, O -/„_,(", Oll rf« < M j' k(u)ßn(cl)(u)du

=„-° ¿W)™0 ;:(T)]" *+^ (¿« j ^

</WOW
and

c7(/„(z, o, Fit,xn+Íit, O)) < fc(0K+1(í, O - *»('> Oll

Let C7„+,:X ^ 2L'(/"n, 77„+, : X - 2L'(/'*) be defined by (2.10), (2.11) re-

spectively.   By (3.4) and Lemma 1.1,  Gn+X(-)  is l.s.c. from S into 2 and

(3.3)
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Hn+X(c\) ̂  0 for each ¡t, e X. Hence by Lemma 1.2, there exists hn+x : X —►

7*(7, X) a continuous selection of Hn+X(-). Then fn+x(t, O — hn+x(¿;)(t) sat-

isfies the properties (a)-(c) of our claim. By (c) and (3.3), it follows that

iw-.í)-*.(-, «ii» s *a/.(-.í)-/..i(-.í)i,
<WM!(MWÍ)||,+M7-£).

Therefore, (fn(-, Ç))neN and (x„(-,Ç))„eN are Cauchy sequences in LX(I,X)

and C(I,X) respectively. Let /(•, O G 7*(7, X) and x(-,0 6 C(7, X) be

their limits. Then as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 one can show: £—►/(•, O

is continuous from X into 7'(7, X), t\ —► x(-, O is continuous from X into

C(7, X), and for all í G X and almost all z e I, f(t,Q e F(t, x(Z, 0).
Passing to the limit in (d) we obtain

x(Z, O = G(0Í + [ Git- x)f(x, O¿t   for each z G 7
7o

completing the proof.    G

4. Some additional results

In this section X is a separable Banach space, assume that F : I x X —> 2

satisfies (H), and we consider the Cauchy problem

(4.1) xgF(z,x),        x(0) = O

We denote by &~(£) the set of solutions of (4.1), i.e. of all x G ̂ C(7, X) such

that x(0) = £ and x(t) e F(t, x(t)) a.e. on 7. It is known (see [3, 7]) that

there exists r: X —> AC (I, X), a continuous selection of the multivalued map

Proposition 4.1. Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of X and assume

that F(K)(T) c K, where F(K)(T) = {x(T) : x e ^(0, f G K}. Then the
boundary value problem

(4.2) xgF(z,x),        x(0) = x(7)g7C,

admits a solution.

Proof. Let tp: X —* X be given by ç»(0 = r(Ç)(T). Then tp is continuous and

tp(K) c K, hence by Schauder's Theorem there exists £0 G K, a fixed point of

tp . Then r(£0)(T) = £0 = r(£0)(0) and so x = r(<*0) is a solution of (4.2).    D

Results of the type considered in Proposition 4.1 were also obtained in [1,

8].
The following result is an analog of Michael's theorem in [12].

Theorem 4.2. If Y is a closed nonempty subset of X, and tp: Y —> AC(I, X)

is a continuous map such that <p(Ç) e ¿?~(£A for all i, e Y, then there exists
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tp*: X -> ^C(7, X), a continuous extension of tp such that <p*(Q e ¿7~(i) for

all ÇeX.

Proof. Let ^'(0 = {x : x e 9~iÇ)} and set /(0(f) = $Ç»(Î)(0- Then

tp': Y -► 7'(7, X) is continuous and satisfies </(0 6 <^"(0 for all £ G Y . By

Theorem 1 in [2] there exists A: X -» 7'(7, X), a continuous extension of ç/ ,

and by Theorem 2 in [3] there exists a continuous map y: X x L (I, X) ->

Lx(l,X) suchthat:

(i)  ^,ií)e ^"'(0 for each w G 71 (7, X) ; and

(ii)  ^(£, u) = u for each w g «í7~'(0.

Define n: X - 7'(7,X) by r/(0 = (f(0 ¿(0) • Then by (i), we obtain

that //(O G &~'(Ç) for each t\ e X. Moreover, since for ¿¡ e Y we have

A(0 = ç»'(0 e ^'(0, by (ii) it follows that for all £ G Y, we have r¡(() =

</(<!;, ç/(0) = <p'(Ç). Therefore n(-) is a continuous extension of tp'(-) and

i/(0 £ ^'(0 for each £ g X. Setting

?•«)(*)=i+ fm(x)dx,
Jo

we obtain that ç»*(«) is a continuous extension of #?(•) , and <p*(c¡) e 3~(Ç) for

every Ç e X.   G

Corollary 4.3. Let ^^el.^í,, anuí let x0 G ̂ (£0), x, G ̂ "(f, ). Then

there exists a continuous map X: [0, 1] -» AC(I, X) such that A(0) = xQ,

a(1) = x,, and for «£[0,1], k(a) e ^(ÍJ , w/zm> {„ = (1 - a)i0 + a¿, .

7roo/ Let Y = {¿0,£,} and <*>: F -» ¿C(/, X) be given by ç»({0) = x0,

tp(£,x) = x,. By Theorem 4.2, there exists a continuous extension tp*(-) of ç>(-)

such that p*(0 G ̂ (0 for every £ G X. Then the map X: [0,1]-» AC (I, X)

defined by k(a) = $»*(£„), has the properties stated in the corollary.   G
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